
Golden Knights impressive in 2AA Semifinal victory:  
 

St. Francis (26-7):17-09-13-21=60 
Roosevelt (24-8): 09-08-04-12=33 
 
Eastvale, CA (Roosevelt HS)- 
 
By seed lines as determined by the SCIBCA rankings neither Roosevelt or St. Francis were 
supposed to be playing on Friday night in a CIF-SS 2AA boys basketball semifinal. But that's 
exactly why we play games, to see teams decide things on the floor.  
 
Prior to Friday night's semifinal St. Francis hadn't left Los Angeles County and if you take a 
deeper look at things a 35 mile radius of their campus. However neither a 47 mile road trip nor 
host Roosevelt (a #14 seed) could deter the Golden Knights from their goal: the school's first 
finals appearance in six years. They led from start to finish ,by double digits for more than three 
quarters of the game, and prevailed 60-33 ending the drought.  
 
St. Francis took the lead all of fifteen seconds into action when Jason Gallant hit a corner three 
pointer. It would be a theme of the first quarter as Golden Knights shooters connected on three 
perimeter shots including one in their final possession from Buckley Dejardin to go up 17-9 after 
eight minutes. Roosevelt trailed by a single score at 5-3 off a three pointer from Godfrey Little & 
9-6 after an outside shot from Brandon Porter toppled in.  
 
Gallant said "The culture these coaches have built for us is amazing. I knew that this was going 
to be a great day because when we left at 1:45 this afternoon everyone was locked in. Guys 
had their headphones in and there was no messing around on this trip. It was as businesslike a 
road trip as you could possibly have."  
 
A 7-0 Golden Knights run pushed the lead to 14 at 24-10 completed by an Andre Henry free 
throw line jumper with just over three minutes until half.  
 
"Good teams find ways to close halves out strong." is one of my favorite phrases from University 
of Delaware women's basketball radio analyst Christine Koren Motta. That's exactly what the 
Mustangs did at home to make this a game at intermission trailing 26-17. They went on a 7-0 
run of their own as both Paul Ezeanyim & Little were fouled while scoring offensive rebounds. 
Ezeanyim converted his three point play making it 24-17 before Henry scored on a move which 
Roosevelt's bench thought should've been called traveling to go up 9 at half.  
 
Henry said after the win "We've been doubted this entire year and now we've reached the 
biggest stage. I'm speechless and we're going to embrace the moment next week."  
 



St. Francis lead grew to sixteen at 37-21 after Henry completed a three point play with 1:22 to 
go in the third. Then it reached eighteen on Jake Goldberg's layup thirty six seconds later 
making it 39-21 after three quarters. From there the lead stayed at twenty-plus for the duration.  
 
Golden Knights coach Todd Wolfson said after the win "Anytime you play on the road it's always 
difficult but when you have a team that executes and does the right things it's fun to watch. 
When you go up against a Coach Singleton team you know it's never going to be easy but our 
guys did a great job in a hostile environment tonight."  
 
 
 
 


